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In testing packaged high-power integrated circuits, active thermal
control is useful in providing die-level temperature stability. A
time-varying heat load is applied to the surface of the package to
compensate for the time-varying test power sequence applied to
the die. An earlier study determined the proper control heat load
for a single-frequency sinusoidal variation in die power subject to
a finite allowed temperature variation on the die. Actual test
power sequences contain many frequencies at various phase
angles, each contributing to the temperature variation of the die.
In the present study, we develop a method of controlling multiple
frequency test sequences subject to a finite temperature tolerance.
It is shown that the total control power may be minimized assign-
ing temperature tolerances to the highest frequencies in the test
power sequence. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2130408�
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1 Introduction
Precise temperature control of high-power microprocessor de-

vices during testing is very important in order to properly classify
the device performance �1�. The device manufacturer specifies a
temperature and an allowed deviation from it during the testing
procedure �e.g., 85°C−0/ +2°C�. A temperature deviation larger
than the prescribed one might lead to an improper classification of
the tested integrated circuit device �e.g., a 2 GHz device is clas-
sified as a 1.8 GHz device� due to reduced signal propagation
speeds at higher temperatures �2�. The test process applies
computer-controlled electrical signals to the device, and, for high-
power devices, this may result in die-average power density in the
range of 100 kW/m2. The frequency components of the die-
average power that are energetic enough to affect die temperature
range from zero to a hundred hertz or so.

Feedback control of the die temperature is usually not possible,
owing to the lack of an accessible die-level temperature sensor.
An alternative approach to thermal management in automatic test-
ing equipment was proposed and tested by Sweetland, Lienhard,
and Slocum �2,3�. In this approach, the surface of the device under
test is heated with laser radiation while simultaneously cooled by
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forced convection. Through modulation of the laser power, the
device temperature can be dynamically stabilized to within a set
tolerance.

A significant complication in this scheme arises from the time
required for temperature signal propagation from the device pack-
age surface to the die, upon which the power is actually dissi-
pated. Figure 1 provides a cross-sectional view of a typical high-
power microprocessor device. Sweetland and Lienhard �4�
analyzed the effect of the conductive time lag on the control
power for sinusoidal die power, showing that it tends to increase
the required laser power substantially, and leads to optical powers
several times larger than the die power. Minimization of the re-
quired laser power, which can amount to hundreds of watts or
more, is of great importance in order to limit both the electrical
power consumed by the control system and the added load on the
test facility’s cooling system.

This paper extends the analysis of Sweetland and Lienhard �4�
to multifrequency waveforms, with the aim of determining opti-
mal control power for multifrequency test power sequences. We
show that the control profile calculation with specified die tem-
perature tolerance presented in �4� is not suitable for nonsinusoi-
dal die power profiles, and we develop a new approach for this
situation.

2 Single Frequency Die Power Profiles
The mathematical method follows the one-dimensional model

of Sweetland and Lienhard �4�. Figure 1 shows a typical cross
section of a high-power microprocessor device. For transient re-
sponse, the physical model of such a device is reduced to the
one-dimensional model shown in Fig. 2 as detailed in �4�. The
most important parts for the thermal analysis are the silicon die
and the integrated heat spreader �IHS� which is typically made
from plated copper. A thin layer of a thermal interface material or
grease is used to optimize the heat exchange between die and IHS.
As in the previous work, the interface material is taken to have
thermal resistance, but negligible heat capacity; and losses to the
device substrate are set to zero, giving an upper bound on control
power. As in the earlier study, die’s heat generation is taken to be
uniform over its area, so that attention may be focused on the
analysis of frequency effects on the control scheme �see �5� for
numerical studies of nonuniform die heating�.

The steady periodic transient response can be found using a
complex temperature approach �6�. All steady components of
power and temperature be may set to zero, by superposition, and
attention will be directed to the time-varying response. It is as-
sumed that the solution to the temperature profile in the complex
plane takes the form

W�x,t� = X�x�ei�t �1�

where i=�−1 is the imaginary number and � is the frequency of
die power variation; x is measured from the convection side of the
IHS. The one-dimensional conduction equation in the IHS can be
written

�2W�x,t�
�x2 =

1

at

�W�x,t�
�t

�2�

where at is the thermal diffusivity of the IHS material. The gen-
eral solution for this equation is known to be

X�x� = c1e−xL�i+1� + c2exL�i+1� �3�

where L��� /2at is the unsteady diffusion scale in the IHS.

2.1 IHS Temperature Response. The transient temperature
response of the IHS can be found by decomposing the model
shown in Fig. 2 into two subsystems and superimposing the re-
sults �4�, removing all steady components of optical heating, cool-
ing, and die heating. The transient component of die power is a

single frequency profile of the form
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qd�t� = Qd cos��t� �4�

where Qd is the die power density. In this first step of the analysis,
the die power is applied directly to the die side of the IHS ignor-
ing the influences of the die and the thermal interface material.
The convection side of the IHS is subject to convective boundary
conditions, an average heat transfer coefficient hc with an air tem-
perature Tair=0 K, by superposition, and a control power flux

qc�t� = Qc cos��t + �� �5�

where Qc is the control power density and � is a phase shift. Of
special interest is the die side or back-face �BF� temperature of the
IHS which can be found to be

TBF�t� =
2Qce

bL

kL�A2 + B2�
��A cos � + B sin ��cos��t�

+ �B cos � − A sin ��sin��t�� +
Qde−bL

kL�P2 + R2�
��U cos�bL�

+ V sin�bL��cos��t� + �U sin�bL� − V cos�bL��sin��t��

+
QdebL

kL�P2 + R2�
��P cos�bL� + R sin�bL��cos��t�

+ �R cos�bL� − P sin�bL��sin��t�� �6�

where b is the IHS thickness and k its thermal conductivity. A, B,
P, R, U, and V are mathematical constants as defined in �4� and
are given in the Appendix. It should be noted that the constants
only depend on bL, which is a dimensionless frequency param-
eter, and the Biot number for the convection side of the IHS,
BiIHS=hcb /k.

2.2 Temperature Response of Die. The die normally has
small thermal resistance and can be treated as isothermal for the
frequencies of interest. Its temperature response can be described
by a lumped capacitance model �4�

Fig. 1 Typical cross section of a high-power microprocessor
device

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of simplified device for transient

analysis
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mcp
dTDIE

dt
= Qd cos��t� −

TDIE − TBF

Rt
�7�

where m is the die mass per unit area and cp is the specific heat
capacity of the die at constant pressure; Rt is the thermal contact
resistance of the interface material. This equation neglects the heat
capacity of the thermal interface material between the die and the
IHS. The die is lumped because the Biot number bDIE/ �RtkDIE� is
small �in the example below, its value is 0.032�.

For ideal die temperature control �TDIE�t�=const and dTDIE/dt
=0�, Eq. �7� can be written as

TBF�t� = − QdRt cos��t� �8�

where the steady component TDIE is set to zero, again by super-
position. To compute the control power density amplitude and
phase shift Qc and � that are required to produce the IHS back-
face temperature given in Eq. �8�, Eq. �6� can be used. The result
is

	 2Qce
bL

A2 + B2 �A cos � + B sin �� + C1Qd + QdkLRt
cos��t�

+ 	 2Qce
bL

A2 + B2 �B cos � − A sin �� + C2Qd
sin��t� = 0 �9�

with the additional definitions

C1 =
e−bL�U cos�bL� + V sin�bL�� + ebL�P cos�bL� + R sin�bL��

P2 + R2

�10�

C2 =
e−bL�U sin�bL� − V cos�bL�� + ebL�R cos�bL� − P sin�bL��

P2 + R2

�11�

Equation �9� must hold true for any time t. Therefore, the sine and
cosine terms have to vanish separately. Using this requirement,
the phase shift � can be computed as

� = arctan�C1B + BkLRt − C2A

C2B + AkLRt + C1A
� �12�

The phase shift � is always picked so that the control power
density, Qc, becomes positive

Qc = −
A2 + B2

2ebL�A cos � + B sin ��
�C1 + kLRt�Qd �13�

2.3 Control Profile Calculation With Specified Die Tem-
perature Tolerance. Sweetland and Lienhard �4� assume in their
analysis a back-face IHS temperature profile TBF�t� and use this
profile to compute the optimal control power for control to a pre-
scribed temperature tolerance. This method yields a small control
power density but not the optimal control power density. Instead
of assuming a back-face IHS temperature, the die temperature
profile TDIE�t� is assumed to be

TDIE�t� =
�T

2
cos��t + �� �14�

where �T is the prescribed temperature tolerance for the device
under test ��T is defined as the peak-to-peak amplitude of the die
temperature profile to be consistent with �4�� and � is an unknown
phase shift. In order to compute the control power profile, the
back-face IHS temperature profile has to be known. This profile
can be computed by using Eq. �14� in Eq. �7� and rearranging the

resulting equation to TBF
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TBF�t� = − 	�

�

�T

2
cos � +

�T

2
sin �
sin��t�

− 	�

�

�T

2
sin � −

�T

2
cos � + QdRt
cos��t� �15�

where �=1/mcpRt �1/� is the lumped-capacity time constant as-
sociated with Eq. �7��. To derive Eq. �6� it was assumed that the
die power is applied at the back face of the IHS neglecting the
thermal contact resistance Rt. Equation �7� can be used to find the
actual heat flux from the die into the IHS. This heat flux takes on
the form
where
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qBF�t� = QBF cos��t + �� �16�

with

QBF =
1

2
�4Qd

2 + 4Qd�mcp�T sin � + ��mcp�T�2 �17�

� = arctan�−
�mcp�T cos �

�mcp�T sin � + 2Qd
� �18�

Using this corrected heat flux, Eq. �6� can be written as
TBF�t� = 	 2Qce
bL

A2 + B2 �A cos � + B sin �� +
kL

�
�

�T

2
sin � − kL

�T

2
cos � + QdkLRt + �C1 + C2 tan ���Qd + �mcp

�T

2
sin ��
cos��t�

+ 	 2Qce
bL

A2 + B2 �B cos � − A sin �� +
kL

�
�

�T

2
cos � + kL

�T

2
sin � + �C2 − C1 tan ���Qd + �mcp

�T

2
sin ��
sin��t� �19�

This equation has to hold true for any time t, which yields a phase shift �

� = arctan�− �C2
*�B + C1

*�A��T cos � + �C1
*�B − C2

*�A��T sin � + �C1B + BkLRt − C2A��2Qd

�C1
*�B − C2

*�A��T cos � + �C2
*�B + C1

*�A��T sin � + �C2B + AkLRt + C1A��2Qd
� �20�

where C1
* and C2

* are defined as

C1
* = kL + �mcpC1 and C2

* = kL + �mcpC2 �21�
The control power for this control case can be computed by substituting Eq. �20� into

Qc = −
A2 + B2

2ebL�A cos � + B sin ��	 kL

�
�

�T

2
sin � − kL

�T

2
cos � + QdkLRt + �C1 + C2 tan ���Qd + �mcp

�T

2
sin ��
 �22�

which is derived from Eq. �19� by forcing sine and cosine terms to vanish separately. The phase shift � is again picked so that the
control power density Qc becomes positive.

The solution for � and Qc is still dependent on the unknown phase shift �. To find the optimal control power, Eq. �22� has to be
minimized with respect to �. This can be done by substituting Eq. �20� into Eq. �22� and setting the first derivative with respect to �
of this equation to zero. This yields

� = − arctan� ��C1 + �C2 + �kL + �mcpC1��Rt�kL + �mcp�C1
2 + C2

2��
��C1 − �C2 + �kL + �mcpC2��Rt�kL

� �23�
Using this equation for � in Eq. �20� simplifies the phase shift �
to

� = arctan�C1B + BkLRt − C2A

C2B + AkLRt + C1A
� �24�

This phase shift is identical to that previously derived for control
at constant die temperature �Eq. �12��: The resulting phase shift is
not dependent on the prescribed temperature tolerance �T. Using
Eq. �22� and setting the control power density to zero �Qc

=0 W/m2�, allows us to compute the maximal temperature fluc-
tuation �peak-to-peak� for a given die power profile, which occurs
when no control power is applied

�Tmax =
�kLRt + C1��2Qd

�kL + �mcpC2�� cos � − �kL + �mcpC1�� sin �

�25�

It is interesting to note that the control power density Qc is lin-
early dependent on the prescribed temperature tolerance �T for
the optimal control case

Qc = Qc0 − Qc1�T �26�
Qc0 = −
A2 + B2

2ebL�A cos � + B sin ��
�C1 + kLRt�Qd �27�

Qc1 =
A2 + B2

4ebL�A cos � + B sin ��	�kL
�

�
+ �mcpC1�sin �

− �kL + �mcpC2�cos �
 �28�

The constant part of the control power density Qc0 is the control
power that has been calculated previously for control to constant
die temperature �Eq. �13��. The linear coefficient Qc1 is not de-
pendent on the die power density, Qd, but will increase with an
increase in the frequency of die power fluctuation �. This result is
of special importance for the discussion of nonsinusoidal control
power profiles.

Using the method presented in �4� to compute the optimal con-
trol profile for a prescribed temperature tolerance, the phase shift
� was found to be

� = arctan�− �mcpRt� �29�

This phase shift will yield a small, but not optimal, control power
density as can be seen in the following example.
Example. A dimensional example for the control of a single-
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frequency die power profile to a prescribed temperature tolerance
is given in Fig. 3. The material data for this example is given in
Table 1, and further properties, including the geometry, are pre-
sented in Table 2. �The geometrical values are representative and
are chosen only for purposes of illustration.� The die power profile
is given by Eq. �4� with a frequency of 5 Hz and a die power
density magnitude of Qd=10 W/cm2. The prescribed temperature
tolerance is varied from 0 K to 7 K in increments of 1 K. The
center point in Fig. 3 marks the solution for a constant die tem-
perature �T�0. Every ring around this center point represents the
solution for a single prescribed temperature tolerance and phase
shifts 0���2�. The optimal solution is represented by the ver-
tical line at �=330.21 deg: Note that the intersection points of the
optimal solution and the rings are equally spaced; this follows
from Eq. �26�. The points computed using the method proposed
by Sweetland and Lienhard �4� are marked with circles. It can be
seen that they are relatively close to the optimal solution in terms
of the control power density Qc but yield different phase shifts �.
The maximal temperature fluctuation for this example can be
computed from Eq. �25�, giving �Tmax=7.67 K.

Figure 4 shows the effect of die power frequency variation on
the required control power. The upper line indicates the control
power needed to obtain a constant die temperature Qc0. This
power grows rapidly with rising frequency due to the fact that the
thermal mass of the IHS has to be driven over the same tempera-
ture difference faster at higher die power frequency. Clearly, con-
trol to zero fluctuation will become impractical owing to the very
high control powers required. Commercially available diode lasers

Fig. 3 Control power densities and phase shifts for single fre-
quency die power profile „�=5 Hz and Qc=10 W/cm2

… and mul-
tiple prescribed temperature tolerances �T. The problem prop-
erties are given in Tables 1 and 2. The circles � mark the points
computed using the method given in †4‡.

Table 1 Material properties for examples

Table 2 Problem properties and geometry for examples
96 / Vol. 128, JANUARY 2006
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will be limited to optical powers of a few hundred watts or so,
facilitating heat fluxes in the range of several hundred watts per
square centimeter at most �2,3�.

The lower line in Fig. 4 shows the control power that can be
saved by allowing the die temperature to fluctuate with a repre-
sentative peak-to-peak amplitude of �T=1 K. This lower line will
be the same for all die power densities Qd since Qc1� f�Qd�. The
net control power with a fluctuation Qc in Eq. �26� can be seen to
decrease as the allowed tolerance �T is increased, a fact that will
be important for control of a nonsinusoidal die power profile.

3 Nonsinusoidal Die Power Profiles
The computation of control power profiles for the more realistic

case of nonsinusoidal die power is based on the equations derived
in the previous section. Instead of using the die power profile
defined in Eq. �4�, this profile now becomes a series. In general,
this may be an infinite series, but significant power will be asso-
ciated with only the first N terms, where N must be determined on
a case by case basis. The die power profile may thus be written as
a truncated series

qd�t� = 
n=1

N

�Qd�n cos��nt + 	n� �30�

where n denotes the nth frequency and 	n its phase shift. The
control power profile for this more realistic die power profile is

qc�t� = 
n=1

N

�Qc�n cos��nt + 	n + �n� �31�

In order to control the die temperature to a prescribed total tem-
perature tolerance, a die temperature profile of the following form
is assumed:

TDIE�t� = 
n=1

N
�Tn

2
cos��nt + 	n + �n� �32�

The difficulty in controlling a nonsinusoidal die power profile
arises from this equation. The prescribed temperature tolerance
�T is the peak-to-peak amplitude of Eq. �32�. There is no a priori
basis for dividing this total tolerance among the amplitudes and
phase shifts of the individual frequencies �Tn. If the individual
tolerances �Tn are specified, then the corresponding control
power for frequency �n may be calculated by using the same
method as for a single frequency to find �Qc�n and �n. An optimal
division of the total tolerance among the component frequencies
may be calculated analytically only for certain simple cases, and
in general it must be found by numerical interation.

Fig. 4 Control power density for optimal control of a single
frequency die power profile with Qd=10 W/cm2 and frequen-
cies from zero to 50 HZ
An upper bound on the amplitude of Eq. �32� is given by
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�T = 
n

�Tn �33�

which can be used for an initial guess of the temperature toler-
ances, �Tn. Some iteration will usually be necessary to get from
this initial guess to the optimal solution. The proposed process of
splitting the total temperature tolerance follows from one main
conclusion from the previous section: The possible gain in control
power for a specific temperature tolerance is larger the higher the
frequency. In other words, applying a temperature tolerance to a
higher frequency will lead to a larger reduction of the required
control power than applying the same temperature tolerance to a
lower frequency. Therefore, the following steps will yield an op-
timized control power profile:

1. Sort the frequency data according to their frequencies, �n
�where n=1, . . . ,N�, starting with the lowest frequency that
gets the index n=1. Compute the maximal temperature fluc-
tuation for the uncontrolled case ��Tmax�n for each fre-
quency using Eq. �25�.

2. The total prescribed temperature tolerance �T can now be
split into temperature tolerances for each frequency �Tn.
This can be done using Eq. �33� as follows. The splitting
process starts with the highest frequency �n=N�. If the total
prescribed temperature tolerance is larger than the maximal
temperature fluctuation for this frequency n, its prescribed
temperature tolerance is simply

�Tn = ��Tmax�n �34�

and this temperature tolerance is subtracted from the total
prescribed temperature tolerance. This step is repeated for
the next lower frequency until the remaining total prescribed
temperature tolerance is smaller than the maximal tempera-
ture fluctuation ��Tmax�n. If that is the case, the temperature
tolerance �Tn becomes

�Tn = �T − 
n+1

N

��Tmax�n �35�

All remaining lower frequencies have to be controlled to
�Tn=0 K.

3. The control power computed in steps 1 and 2 is too large,
because it is based on the upper bound Eq. �32�. The actual
amplitude of the die temperature can now be computed by
evaluating Eq. �32�. The difference between the actual am-
plitude and the prescribed temperature tolerance is then
added to the lowest frequency for which �Tn�0. This step
has to be repeated until the difference is smaller than a de-
sired accuracy 
.

Knowing the temperature tolerances for each frequency n, the

Table 3 Results for square wave die power
�T=2 K
required phase shifts �n and �n as well as the control power den-
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sities, �Qc�n, can be computed from Eqs. �22�–�24�, respectively.
The control power profile can be evaluated from Eq. �31�.

Comparison of the uncontrolled ��T�max for the highest fre-
quency N in the truncated series to the overall tolerance gives an
indication of whether the series has been truncated at too low a
value of N. The sensitivity of the result to the chosen N may be
checked by changing the value of N.

Example. A square wave die power profile and a triangular
wave die power profile are used as dimensional examples for the
control of a nonsinusoidal die power profile. The square wave
profile can be written as

qd�t� =
4Q

� 
n=1

4
1

2n − 1
cos��2n − 1�� · 2� · t −

�

2
� �36�

where Q is the amplitude of the square wave1 and � its frequency
in hertz. The die power profile is assumed to have an amplitude
Q=10 W/cm2 with a frequency of �=5 Hz. Further properties
are given in Tables 1 and 2. Table 3 provides an overview of the
results. The first two lines give the phase shifts �n and �n and the
third line the maximal temperature fluctuations for the uncon-
trolled case ��Tmax�n. The next two lines are the temperature tol-
erances �Tn before and after the optimization described previ-
ously. Note that the prescribed temperature tolerances for the first
two frequencies equal the maximal temperature fluctuations for
these frequencies. The temperature tolerance for the third fre-
quency is changed during the optimization process to match the
actual die temperature magnitude and the prescribed total tem-
perature tolerance with an accuracy 
=10−4 K. The temperature
tolerances �Tn before the optimization sum up to the prescribed
total temperature tolerance �T according to Eq. �33� whereas the
sum of the temperature tolerances �Tn after the optimization is
larger than �T. The next line gives the control power densities
�Qc�n after the optimization process. The control power densities
for the first two frequencies are zero since these two frequencies
are allowed to fluctuate uncontrolled ��Tn= ��Tmax�n�. The last
line shows the control power densities �Qc0�n that are required to
control the die temperature to be constant �TDIE=0�.

Figure 5 shows the temperature and power profiles for this ex-
ample. The upper figure shows the convection-side and the back-
face temperature profile of the IHS along with the die temperature
profile. The lower figure shows the die power and the control
power profile. The die power profile has the form of a square
wave whereas the control power profile only consists of two fre-
quencies as given in Table 3. The control power necessary to
control a single frequency die power profile with the same power
density and frequency is, according to Fig. 3, Qc=63.64 W/cm2.
This control power is about a third of the power required to con-

1

file with a prescribed temperature tolerance
pro
Half the peak-to-peak amplitude.
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trol a square wave die power profile. The reason for this large
difference can be found in the relatively sharp edges in the square
wave die power profile which drive the temperature faster than a
sine wave does.

The second example is for a triangular wave die power profile
of the form

qd�t� =
8Q

�2 
n=1

4
1

�2n − 1�2 cos��2n − 1�� · 2� · t + �− 1�n�

2
�

�37�

The die power density is again set to Qd=10 W/cm2 and the
frequency to �=5 Hz. The results for this example are summa-
rized in Table 4. Only the temperature tolerance for lowest fre-
quency �T4 is not equal to its maximal �uncontrolled� temperature
fluctuation, ��Tmax�1, and is changed during the optimization pro-
cess. The phase shifts �n and �n are the same as for the square
wave die power profile since they are only dependent on the fre-
quencies �n. Figure 6 shows the temperature and power profiles
for this example. The required control power of Qc
=53.63 W/cm2 is even smaller than for a single frequency die
power profile.

4 Summary
The temperature control in a distributed-parameter thermal sys-

tem presented in �4� has been extended to nonsinusoidal input
power profiles. A method for determining the optimal control

Fig. 5 Temperature and power profiles for square wave die
power profile and a prescribed temperature tolerance of �T
=2 K. Properties are given in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 4 Results for triangular wave die powe
�T=2 K
98 / Vol. 128, JANUARY 2006
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power has been developed for a single frequency power input and
was extended to find the optimal control power profile for nonsi-
nusoidal input power profiles. It is shown that control tolerances
should be assigned to the highest frequencies first, so as to limit
the total power required. The control power scheme developed in
this paper could help to reduce optical laser power and therefore
costs for the proposed control method.
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Nomenclature
A ,B , P ,R ,U ,V � Mathematical constants, see the Appendix

at � Thermal diffusivity, m2/s
BiIHS � Biot number for top side of IHS hcb /k

b � IHS thickness, m
C1 ,C2 � Mathematical constants, Eqs. �10� and �11�
C1

* ,C2
* � Mathematical constants, Eq. �21�

c1 ,c2 � Mathematical constants, Eq. �3�
cp � Specific heat capacity at constant pressure,

J/kg K
hc � Average convective transfer coefficient

W/m2 K

ofile with a prescribed temperature tolerance

Fig. 6 Temperature and power profiles for triangular wave die
power profile and a prescribed temperature tolerance of �T
=2 K. Properties are given in Tables 1 and 2.
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i � The imaginary number �−1
k � Thermal conductivity, W/m K
L � Unsteady diffusion scale in IHS �� /2at,

1/m
m � Die mass per unit area, kg/m2

n � Index for nonsinusoidal die power profiles
QBF � Power density of heat flux from die into

IHS, Eq. �17�, W/m2

Qc � Control power density, W/m2

Qc0 � Constant part of control power for optimal
control case, Eq. �27�, W/m2

Qc1 � Linear coefficient of control power for opti-
mal control case, Eq. �28�, W/m2 K

Qd � Die power density, W/m2

qBF�t� � Heat flux from die into IHS, Eq. �16�,
W/m2

qc�t� � Control power flux, Eqs. �5� and �31�,
W/m2

qd�t� � Die power flux, Eqs. �4� and �30�, W/m2

Rt � Thermal contact resistance, K m2/W
TBF�t� � Back-face IHS temperature, Eq. �6�, K

TDIE�t� � Die temperature, K
�T � Prescribed temperature tolerance, K

�Tmax � Maximal temperature fluctuation for uncon-
trolled case, Eq. �25�, K

t � Time, s
W�x , t� � Complex temperature solution, Eq. �1�

X�x� � Real part of complex temperature solution,
K

x � Distance from convection-side of IHS, m

Greek Symbols
� ,� ,� ,	 � Phase shifts, rad

� � Lumped frequency response of die
1/mcpRt, 1/s

� � Frequency of die power variation, rad/s

Appendix: Mathematical Constants

The following mathematical constants are taken from �4�:
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A =
BiIHS

bL
cos�bL��e2bL + 1� − �cos�bL� + sin�bL��

+ e2bL�cos�bL� − sin�bL��

B =
BiIHS

bL
sin�bL��e2bL − 1� − �cos�bL� − sin�bL��

+ e2bL�cos�bL� + sin�bL��

P = ebL�cos�bL� − sin�bL�� −
e−bL

D
�G cos�bL� + N sin�bL��

R = ebL�sin�bL� + cos�bL�� +
e−bL

D
�G sin�bL� − N cos�bL��

U =
P · E + R · F

D

V =
P · F − E · R

D

where

D = hc
2 + 2hckL + 2�kL�2

E = 2�kL�2 − hc
2

and F = 2hckL
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